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To illustrate, take a retired couple in the 15% tax bracket
for long-term capital gains who sell appreciated stock for
$2,000 that they originally bought for $500. In this
scenario, they would pay $225 in federal tax on the
$1,500 gain that was realized from the sale. If they
donate the rest of the money from the stock sale, they
would receive a tax deduction of $1,775. Assuming
they’re in the 25% income-tax bracket, their tax savings
would be about $443.

We have been fortunate to have another year of
climbing stock prices, and been blessed with a solid
performance in our portfolios. With this good fortune,
we are also face with the uncertainty of the Republican
tax plans currently before Congress, geopolitical risks,
rising rates, and the maturity of the rising markets. The
thoughts of taking some profits at the highest levels in
history of the US markets, is a good thing. However,
cashing in on those appreciated shares will cause a
taxable gain.
Here are some considerations for those that include
philanthropy in their planning goals, that can maximize
your charitable contributions, and minimize your taxes.
You should have a goal for what you want to accomplish
regarding your giving. Remain true to that goal and the
organizations you most trust. Stick to the budget and
philanthropic vision you’ve created to make the most of
your philanthropic dollars. Giving larger gifts to fewer
charities creates a bigger impact.”
The below are three ways donors can get the most bang
for their charitable buck:
Donate Stock Directly
You more than likely may have large capital gains in your
brokerage or other taxable accounts thanks to this
multiyear bull market, and selling appreciated stocks and
giving the proceeds to charity is not the most efficient
form of giving. Instead, it’s more tax-efficient to gift the
appreciated securities directly to a charity.

But if that same couple gifts the appreciated stock
directly to the charity, they would pay no tax on the sale.
The couple would receive a $2,000 tax deduction and
save about $500 in taxes. And by donating directly they
would give the charity $225 more.
Important Note: Donors should avoid gifting shares with
a capital loss. For example, if a donor has shares valued
at $750 with a cost basis of $1,000, he would be better
off selling the shares for $750, realizing the capital loss,
and then giving $750 in cash to the charity.
Donate your Required Minimum Distribution
Investors who must take required minimum distributions
from their individual retirement account, those age 70½
and older, should consider making a qualified charitable
distribution to donate IRA assets.
With this approach, instead of an investor taking a
distribution, paying income taxes on the full amount and
then donating cash to the charity, they could donate
directly to the charity, so the money isn’t taxed.
The donor can give the entire required distribution or
just a portion of it, and can give the funds to multiple
charities. (These Qualified Charitable Distributions are
capped at $100,000 per person annually.)
Another benefit of this strategy is that it lowers the
donor’s taxable income and can potentially reduce the
amount of Social Security payments that might be
taxable. It may also reduce Medicare premiums.
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Important Note: RMDs cannot be transferred to Donor
Advised Funds, only directly to a qualified charity.
Open a Donor-Advised Fund
While Republicans in both houses of Congress would
retain the charitable-contribution deduction in their taxoverhaul measures, both proposals also call for a near
doubling in the standard deduction and the elimination
of many other deductions.
If implemented, then, the GOP plan could increase the
number of Americans who take the standard deduction
and reduce the number of people likely to itemize and
take advantage of the charitable deductions.
Donors who believe they might be affected by this
scenario next year might consider increasing their
charitable gifts this year.
Such donors should also consider a donor-advised fund if
they want to benefit charities in future years. DonorAdvised Funds let investors receive a tax deduction for a
charitable donation immediately but give them the
flexibility to make charitable grants later.
One of the big things propelling the growth of donoradvised funds is how easy and convenient they are to
use. Many of the larger ones, such as Fidelity
Charitable, Schwab Charitable, and Vanguard Charitable
have user-friendly web solutions that make donating and
granting easy. Donor-Advised Funds make things easy
from a recordkeeping perspective, too, because even if
you donate to multiple charities in a calendar year, the
fund consolidates the receipts you would file with the
IRS into one statement and one deduction amount.
They're also flexible in terms of the types of assets they
will accept: stocks, bonds, and shares of mutual funds, as
well as private equity, hedge funds interests, restricted
stock, real estate, and even bitcoin.
These strategies should be coordinated with both your
AEPG Financial Life Planner and your CPA.
If

philanthropy/charitable planning is an important part of
your financial goals, and you would like to discuss in
more detail how to be more efficient and impactful in
your giving, please give me a call, this is an area I am very
passionate about and can provide you with options to
help you achieve your goals.
Ray A. Hawkins,
CFP®, RICP®, AWMA®, ADPASM
Vice President, Financial Life Planning

AEPG® Wealth Strategies
25 Independence Blvd, STE 102
Warren, NJ 07059
E-mail: RHawkins@aepg.com
Direct: 908-821-9768

Important Disclosure
Please remember that different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, including the loss of money invested. This material may
contain certain forward-looking statements. These forward looking
statements are not guarantees of future performance, condition or
results and involve a number of risks and uncertainties. Past
performance may not be indicative of future results. Therefore, it
should not be assumed that future performance of any specific
investment or investment strategy, including the investments or
investment strategies recommended or undertaken by American
Economic Planning Group, Inc. (“AEPG”) will be profitable. Definitions
of any indices listed herein are available upon request. Please
remember to contact AEPG if there are any changes in your personal or
financial situation or investment objectives so that we can review our
previous recommendations and services, or if you wish to impose, add
or modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment management
services. This article is not a substitute for personalized advice from
AEPG and nothing contained in this presentation is intended to
constitute legal, tax, accounting, securities or investment advice, nor
an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor a
solicitation of any type. Investment decisions should always be made
based on the investors specific financial needs, objectives, goals, time
horizon and risk tolerance. This information is current only as of the
date on which it was sent. The statements and opinions expressed are,
however, subject to change without notice based on market and other
conditions and may differ from opinions expressed in other businesses
and activities of AEPG. Descriptions of AEPG’s process and strategies
are based on general practice and we may make exceptions in specific
cases. A copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our
advisory services and fees is available for your review upon request.
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